
ENTERPRISE SOLUTIONS

Connect Onspring to your risk monitoring systems for comprehensive visual
representations of third-party risk. Stop compartmentalizing data in separate
systems and consolidate everything into one simple view without any code. 

Specialty & Scale

A team of two or two
hundred. One specialty
or all of them. Onspring
accelerates an array of
business processes for
GRC, ITSM, internal
audit & so much more.

By Expertise
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Finance? Healthcare?
Manufacturing?
Transportation? Every
industry has its own
business particulars.
And Onspring
supports them all.

By Industry

Get the tools you need
to comply with the
complex protocols &
constant updates of
regulatory frameworks,
like NIST, ISO, PCI and
many more.

By Regulation



Governance, Risk & Compliance

ENTERPRISE SOLUTIONS

Even in the midst of modern uncertainty, there’s

no time to lose when it comes to governance,

enterprise risk management (ERM) and

corporate compliance aligning with ever-

pressing business objectives. Enter GRC

automation.

 

Onspring’s governance, risk and compliance

solution suite is built to grow from the get-go.

We pivot when you do. Easily relating broad

issues as well as granular tasks in one

comprehensive platform, our solution suite

transparently manages accountability, decision-

making, protocols and adherence for greater

efficiency and smarter results that really matter.

Visibility

Measure your ability to comply

with policies and regulations.

Accountability

No more micro-managing task

owners to complete risk

mitigation activities.

Savings

Predict issues & risks with

accuracy to save future

financial forfeiture.

Insight

Give management real-time

data to effectively inform

strategy & make decisions.
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Risk management

Policy management

Compliance management

Process automation & live analytics

included for: 

Business continuity & disaster recovery

Enterprise incident management

Internal audit

Solutions commonly added: 

The Integrated Solution for Your Integrated Strategy



IT Service Management

ENTERPRISE SOLUTIONS

Who supports the support team? We do. With

Onspring’s ITSM solution suite, we deliver one

comprehensive system to manage incidents and

problems alongside your asset catalog in the

midst of your release & deployment cycles.

Onspring can help you align IT & security

requirements to enterprise risk levels while

simultaneously reducing operational costs and

driving productivity. That’s what we mean by

support.
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Incident management

Problem management

Asset management

Software Development Lifecycle

Process automation & live analytics

included for: 

Risk management 

Business continuity & disaster recovery

Solutions commonly added: 

Visibility

Connect IT activities

throughout your business to

avoid emerging risks.

Accountability

No more micro-managing

team members thanks to

personalized dashboards to

prioritize individual tasks.

Savings

Prove IT value with formulas

that calculate time savings

and mitigated financial risk.

Inclusion

Get a seat at the table when

you’re able to relate strategic

IT initiatives to business

priorities.

Streamline IT Service. Maximize Value.



Vendor & Contract Management

ENTERPRISE SOLUTIONS

When you have hundreds, maybe thousands, of

suppliers, what’s the smartest way to source &

manage the best businesses for your business?

With Onspring’s vendor management enterprise

solution. 

In one, centralized system, you can build &

implement third-party risk processes that are

integrated, flexible and repeatable. How?

Through our process automation and real-time

analytics that produce efficiencies,

transparency and stronger relationships with

your third-party partners.
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Vendor management

Contract management

Process automation & live analytics

included for: 

Corporate counsel 

Risk management

Solutions commonly added: 

Visibility

Stay aware of risk levels,

contract status & onboarding

processes across your entire

vendor universe.

Accountability

No more micro-managing

vendor managers to complete

onboarding or risk

assessments.

Savings

Evaluate & identify potential

overlap or duplication in your

vendor universe.

Inclusion

Immediately alert risk &

InfoSec teams when third-

party risks are revealed to

begin mitigation.

Build First-rate Third-party Relationships



Internal Audit & Assurance

ENTERPRISE SOLUTIONS

Whenever you’re able to bring differing parts of

an organization together to evaluate risk based

on real, comprehensive data, that’s a win. 

Onspring’s internal audit & assurance enterprise

solution can deliver exactly that. 

Through seamless process automation and real-

time analytics, you’ll maximize efficiency,

transparency and control across your internal

audit process.
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Internal audit & assurance

Controls management

Process automation & live analytics

included for: 

Governance, risk & compliance

Business continuity & disaster recovery

Solutions commonly added: 

Visibility

Keep your audit universe

current, even as your business

evolves.

Accountability

No more micro-managing

owners to complete risk

mitigation efforts.

Savings

Easy time entry and tracking

to measure effort against

ROI.

Inclusion

Streamlined audit plans

across the enterprise better

allocate team resources.

Better audits. Better insights.



Corporate Counsel

ENTERPRISE SOLUTIONS

Ready to lighten the legal-matter load for your

overworked, in-house legal team? Onspring’s

corporate counsel enterprise solution provides

time-saving workflow automation that shifts

teams from monotonous taskmasters to

strategic contributors through real-time

reporting and keen insights that help the

enterprise meet its goals. For us, it’s all about

maximizing your efficiency with requests, legal

matters, collaboration, compliance and cost

tracking.
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Corporate counsel

Contract management

Process automation & live analytics

included for: 

Governance, risk & compliance

Internal audit & assurance

Solutions commonly added: 

Prove value

Contribute strategic advice

while delivering on day-to-

day needs & ensuring

regulatory compliance.

Accountability

No more micro-managing

timelines for others thanks to

automated reminders for task

completion.

Saving Time & Money

Eliminate time-intensive,

manual processes while

tracking expenses to uncover

costly risks.

Inclusion

Partner with vendor and risk

teams to centralize & improve

visibility to supplier

performance.

For Documents. For Approvals. For Workflows.



Regulations Supported

ENTERPRISE SOLUTIONS
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All the acronyms.

ISO

As global markets continually shift, we can

help you track and report on every

requirement necessary for earning or keeping

your international standards, including

ISO27001 and IS31000.

NIST

Data security is more important than ever.

Incorporating the NIST framework into your

Onspring processes is a sure way to improve

your cybersecurity and enterprise risk

management efforts.

NERC

How can you maintain ongoing proof of NERC

compliance? Apply NERC standards to your

Onspring workflows & reports, which

streamlines risk mitigation for your

infrastructure across your entire enterprise.

GDPR

Protect customer data from cyber threats by

implementing & proving compliance of privacy

regulations, including GDPR and CCPA,

through automated security controls &

documentation in Onspring.

PCI

Accepting card payments means you must be

PCI compliant. And what’s the best way to stay

on top of those ever-updating technical details?

Manage all twelve requirements of your PCI DSS

compliance (plus ongoing audits) in full.

HITRUST

Onspring is already designed to deliver on the

“assess once, report many” idea, which aligns

activities with the HITRUST risk & compliance

management framework—giving you

assessments and assurance.

HIPAA

More efficiency. More security. Streamline

your HIPAA security and privacy compliance

by automating workflows, notifications,

documents & disclaimers for healthcare

professionals and their clients.



SOFTWARE PLATFORM

Save time & money 

Put your teams in control  

No-code, Drag & Drop Configuration

No development resources are needed to implement

or make changes to your Onspring instance. Literally

anyone from your team can build configurations from

scratch or make updates.

Benefits:

Collaborate using your favorite tools 

Connect with other teams in their preferred style

Open API = Any Integration

Our pre-built data connectors are available to help

your team manage risk and maintain compliance

without extra labor. You must have a valid content

license to connect third-party data into Onspring. 

Benefits:

Ask and you shall receive 

New features are designed for you 

Customer-driven Innovation Roadmap

Much of Onspring's product roadmap is driven by

customer input to ensure the platform supports

your business exactly as it needs to.

Benefits:

Save cost to maintain highly secure data 

Keep your data segregated and encrypted

Data Protection & Security

Define user-based access levels to control data

visibility and maintain audit trails of

configuration changes and user activity. 

Benefits:

Increase the effectiveness & speed of your teams to
keep your business running at its best.

We’d be glad to show you around our fully customizable platform. 
No pressure. No sales gimmicks. 
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